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Why Animals Recycle
From the ocean floor to the dry desert, animals keep their habitats healthy by reducing,
reusing, and recycling.
Some animals use plants or other items to build nests or shelter.
Other animals use bits and pieces of things to camouflage or protect themselves.
Some animals might even use items as tools to help them get food or make shelter.
Last, but not least, animals that eat dead plants and animals turn those things into
nutrients for plants to grow, giving other animals food to eat.
Can you tell which animals recycle for nests or shelters, camouflage or protection, as
tools, or as nutrients?

sea urchins

hermit crabs

Carolina wrens

Scientists think decorator urchins cover themselves with bits and pieces of shells or plants
to protect themselves from the sun—like a sunscreen! The decorations may also protect
them from other animals.
Hermit crabs have soft outer coverings (exoskeletons) so they reuse snail shells to protect
themselves. When they outgrow one shell, they find a bigger one. They help keep our
oceans clean by eating plants and animals that have died.
Both male and female Carolina wrens build nests using all kinds of recycled materials: tree
bark, grass, leaves, hair, feathers, even plastic or string. They usually build the nests in tree
holes but nests have been found in people’s boots, old flowerpots, and even mailboxes!

elf owls

veined octopuses

woodpecker finches

dung beetles

Elf owls build their nests in abandoned woodpecker holes in trees and cacti.
Many octopuses use bottles or even cans as shelter. But the veined octopus carries pieces
of clam or coconut shells. If scared, they’ll tuck into the shell and pull it over them for
protection.
Woodpecker finches use small twigs or cactus spines to pry insects (food) out of tree bark.
Dung beetles bury animal waste (feces) to lay their eggs. By digging, they loosen the soil
and as the eggs hatch and eat the animal waste, they turn the waste into nutrients in the
soil for plants to grow.
Termites recycle wood and plants into their nests. When they leave the nests, many other
animals will move in and recycle the nest again!
Caddisfly larvae use plants, pebbles, sand, and even tiny shells to build protective shells for
their pupae stage.
After dart frog tadpoles hatch, the fathers move the tadpoles to small wet “ponds” in
nutshells, flower leaves, or even in old cans.
Asian elephants use their trunks to pull leaves off banana trees and fan themselves. They
will also pick up sticks to scratch their backs.

termites

caddisfly larvae

dart frogs

Asian elephants

Possible answers: nests or shelter: Carolina wrens, elf owls, veined octopus, dung beetles, termites, caddisfly
larvae; camouflage or protection: decorator urchins, hermit crabs, dart frogs; tools: veined octopus,
woodpecker finches, Asian elephants; nutrients to soil: hermit crabs, dung beetles

Where in the World? A Map Activity

Find the animals on the map:
Decorator urchins live near the shore in shallow ocean water all over the world. Find the
decorator urchin in the Pacific Ocean.
There are more than 500 different kinds of hermit crabs. A few live on land but most live in
shallow ocean waters and estuaries. Find the hermit crab in the Atlantic Ocean.
Carolina wrens live in forests and areas with thick bushes in much of the eastern half of
North America.
Elf owls are active at night and live in wooded and desert areas in Northern Mexico and the
Southwest United States.
Veined octopuses live in sandy or muddy areas in the tropical waters around Australia and
Indonesia.
Woodpecker finches live in wooded areas on the Galapagos Islands, in the Pacific Ocean off
the coast of Ecuador, South America.
Dung beetles live in deserts, farmlands, forests, and grasslands on all continents except
Antarctica. These insects were sacred to ancient Egyptians (in Northern Africa)
Termites live in a wide variety of land habitats on all continents except for Antarctica. The
bandicoot living in the termite mound would only be found in Australia.
Caddisflies lay eggs in freshwater (streams, rivers, lakes and ponds) on all continents except
for Antarctica. Find the larvae in Europe.
Dart frogs live in tropical rainforests of Central and South America.
Asian elephants live in Southeast Asia.

Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle: True or False?
Reduce means to buy or use less of something. What can you do to reduce waste?
Turn off lights when leaving a room.
Take reusable bags to the store instead of using bags from the store.
Reuse is to use something more than once. What can you and your family reuse?
Reuse cardboard boxes to build a fort.
Reuse plastic sandwich baggies.
Recycle is to make a new item from something that has been used before. Many items can
be recycled: paper, plastic, metal, glass, electronics and more! Look for products made from
recycled items. Glass can be turned into sports turf or countertops. Plastic is made into
carpet, fleece jackets, or outdoor furniture. What are some things you and your family could
recycle each week?
Recycle newspaper into gift-wrap.
Recycle jelly jars into drinking glasses.
Recycle empty plastic food containers into containers for toys.
Which of the following statements are true and which are false?
1.

A yard sale is a good place to look for something you need
instead of buying something new.

2.

You should not turn off the water while brushing your teeth
or washing your hands.

3.

Drive places instead of riding a bike because oil and
gasoline are renewable resources.

4.

Reduce waste by donating your outgrown clothes instead of
throwing out and adding trash to crowded landfills.

5.

Never use bath towels more than once or wear clothes more
than one time before washing.

6.

Paper napkins are much better for the environment than
cloth napkins.

7.

An average shower uses 5-10 gallons every minute.

8.

Polyester is a good fabric to choose for your clothing.

9.

Vermicomposting is the process of using worms to turn
food waste into plant fertilizer.

10. Plastic grocery bags pollute the environment, harm animals,
and take hundreds of years to decompose.
Answers: 1) True; 2) False: You can save 8 gallons of water each day by turning off the water while brushing your teeth!
Turn off the water while soaping your hands to save even more water. 3) False: Try to walk or ride a bike when you can. Oil
and gas are non-renewable resources. 4) True; 5) False: Try to reuse clothing and towels if they are not dirty. This saves
water and your clothes will last longer. Hang clothes to dry rather than using excess energy with the dryer. 6) False: Cloth
napkins can be used over and over again. Paper napkins add to landfills if not recycled. 7) True; 8) False: Polyester is made
from petroleum, a non-renewable resource. 9) True; 10) True

